MEMORANDUM FOR
The Director, Central Intelligence Agency

SUBJECT: Classification review of all UFO intelligence files affecting National Security

November 12, 1963

As I had discussed with you previously, I have initiated a program and have instructed James Webb to develop a program with the Soviet Union in joint space and lunar exploration. It would be very helpful if you would have the high threat cases reviewed with the purpose of identification of bona fide as opposed to classified CIA and USAF sources. It is important that we make a clear distinction between the knowns and unknowns in the event the Soviets try to mistake our extended cooperation as a cover for intelligence gathering of their defense and space programs.

When this data has been sorted out, I would like you to arrange a program of data sharing with NASA where Unknowns are a factor. This will help NASA mission directors in their defensive responsibilities.

I would like an interim report on the data review no later than February 1, 1964.

/S/ John F. Kennedy

Original Signed
MAJIC EYES ONLY: Earth’s Encounters with Extraterrestrial Technology

By Ryan S. Wood
Forward by Jim Marrs

MAJIC EYES ONLY is the most authoritative and comprehensive chronicle ever published on the subject of worldwide UFO crashes and subsequent military retrievals from 1897 to the present. The author guides the reader through 74 UFO crash incidents supported by compelling evidence in the form of official documents, eyewitnesses and in some cases physical evidence.

Since 1984, multiple sources have leaked, revealed or discovered some 3,500 pages of UFO documents, hundreds classified Top Secret and linked to Majestic-12. These MJ-12 documents, coupled with the Leonard Stringfield data and strong investigations by other case experts, provide a powerful core of UFO crash incidents.

The idea that major governments have covered up the true nature of the UFO phenomenon for more than half a century through unprecedented secrecy, deception and intimidation strikes many reasonable citizens as preposterous. Yet, this book provides a wealth of evidence, including declassified and leaked government documents and credible eyewitness testimony, that supports the uncomfortable truth of this “preposterous” notion.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY FOR $29.95
Plus shipping and handling with the order form in this catalog or go online to order at:
www.majiceyesonly.com www.amazon.com

ORDER FORM

MAJIC EYES ONLY: Earth’s Encounters with ET Technology ($30)...
DVD of “The Secret” as Seen on Sci-Fi Channel ($18)...
Majestic Documents Book (190 pages) ($18)...
CD “The Secret” Authenticity of MJ Documents ($5)...
SOMI-01-ET Technology Recovery and Disposal ($5)...
1st Annual Conference Proceedings (227 pages) ($35)...
CD Audio Set of 1st UFO Crash Retrieval Conf ($160)...
2nd Annual Conference Proceedings (251 pages) ($35)...
DVD Set of 2nd UFO Crash Retrieval Conf ($240)...

Individual DVD’s of 2nd Crash Con Speakers ($20)
- Nick Redfern – Crashed UFOs – Worldwide History...
- Jim Marrs – The Very First UFO Crash Retrieval 1897...
- Don Ledger – Shag Harbor Incident...
- Peter Robbins – Brentwaters/ Woodbridge...
- Linda Moulton Howe – US Policy of Denial In The Interest of National Security...
- Grant Cameron – The Presidents Hard Evidence (both parts)...
- Stephen Bassett – A Message to President Elect – Truth Retrieval...
- Dr. Robert Wood – Correlating Leonard Stringfield’s Crash Reports...
- Paul Davis – The Road to Roswell – Undespilled facts and Factual Disputs...
- Dr. David Pace – Inside the USSRF Majestic 12 Program...
- Ryan Wood - Murder and Majestic 12 – Investigation of UFO Related Deaths...
- Various Presenters: three 30 minute contributed talks: Paul Kimball: Crash at Aztec; Chuck Wade: Debris from Plains UFO crash; Ron Regan: Ramey Office photographs...

3rd Annual Conference Proceedings (200 pages) ($35)...
DVD Set of 3rd UFO Crash Retrieval Conf ($240/set)...

Individual DVD’s of 3rd Crash Con Speakers ($20/each)
- Dr. Robert Wood- Examination of Reverse Engineering Claims...
- Dr. Tom Valone – UFO Energy & Antigravity Systems...
- Speaker Panel Moderated by Stephen Bassett...
- Linda Moulton Howe – 1953, DRESS, Millard County, UT Crash...
- Nick Redfern – Big Thicket, TX Crash & 1953 Kingman AZ crash...
- Richard Dolan – Sociological & Political Implications of Disclosure...
- Chuck Zukowski, Debbie Zargemeyer – Roswell Archaelogical Dig Results...
- René Baca – San Antonio, NM 1945 UFO Crash...
- Jim Marrs – Keynote – Will Rocket Engines Go The Way Of The Dodos?...
- Ryan Wood – New Book – Majic Eyes Only...
- Peter Robbins – Orgone Energy & Wilhelm Reich & UFOs...
- Dr. Roger Leir – Analysis of Metal Fragments from UFOs...
- Bill Hamilton – The Case for Reverse Engineering...
- Ken Storch – Arizona 1998 Landed UFO, Military & Murder...

Individual DVD’s of 4th Crash Con Speakers ($20/each)
- Stanton Friedman - The UFO “Why” Questions...
- Dr. Michael Salla – The Covet World of UFO Crash Retrievals...
- Richard Dolan – UFO Crash retrievals: Leaks and Secrecy...
- Paul Schatzkin – Defying Gravity: Material on T. Townsend Brown...
- Ryan Wood – The Devil’s Hole UFO Crash Retrieval...
- Peter Merlin – How the Government Responds to Top Secret Crashes...
- Michael Lindemann – Scenarios of Contact...
- George Knapp – TV Journalist’ Perspective on Ufology...
- Robert M. Wood, Ph.D. – Alien Viruses and Leaked Documents...
- Nick Redfern – Crashed UFOs & Bio-Warfare...
- Frank Feshino – The Braxton County Monster...
- Linda Moulton Howe – Military Voices: Firsthand Testimonies...
- Dr. Bruce Maccabee – December 6, 1950 UFO Crash Retrieval...
- Matthew E. Thuney – The Lummi Island Incident...

1st Annual UFO Crash Retrieval Conference Audio Tape Set (2003) ($160)...
Shipping and Handling ($8.00)...
Total Paid...
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